Michael Carrigan
Michael Carrigan has been a
Business Consultant since 1980
working with teams of doctors,
dentists, engineers and more. His
early work focused on streamlining
operations and increasing
profitability through staff awareness
and teamwork. Over the past 25
years he has helped hundreds of
businesses from many industries reexamine how they approach their
marketplace and by designing and
implementing new plans to attain
their goals. His unique and often
humorous style creates a safe
environment for individuals to learn
and grow.

Executive and Corporate Retreats
Team collaboration and alignment is by far the greatest advantage for the
current workplace. It all starts with open, honest and authentic communication.
Aligning people is about creating a common language, a deep sense of
purpose and a shared commitment for success. Equally as important is
ensuring that all team members continually enjoy a satisfied job and life.
Clients leave this 2 day session feeling enlightened, invigorated and
empowered. Our personalized approach ensures that all situations are being
addressed in a fun, participatory, relationship filled weekend. Together we help
teams:

Create Focus and Commitment
Improve Leadership Skills

Kim Jaggard
Kim Jaggard’s professional career
over the past 30 years has spanned
financial management, change
management, human resource
management and organizational
behavior. Her passion for learning,
coaching and motivating has been
realized over the past 15 years as
she succeeded in assisting hundreds
of businesses, individuals and
coaches around the world achieve
their goals and dreams. Her
enthusiasm, sincerity and caring
spirit is contagious to those around
her.
“Work harder on yourself than you
do on your business” so eloquently
stated by the late Jim Rohn is the
philosophy Kim Jaggard follows as
she assists others to Master their
business and create more success
and satisfaction in their lives and
businesses.

Conversation People
Highland Village, Texas

Remove Obstacles
Improve Communication
Experience Greater Satisfaction

Three Location Options
1) Smaller groups (under 6) stay and train at lovely
Lake Lewisville in Dallas
2) Larger groups stay in downtown Dallas and
conduct training at The Tower Club.
3) Any size group can train at a location of their
choice, anywhere in the world.
Michael@ConversationPeople.com
916.715.7700
Kim@ConversationPeople.com
512 586.5640

OTHER PROGRAMS

Communication Training Retreats
A Conversation People unique and transformation experience. People who
attend will experience a Quiet Shift. A Quiet Shift is a state of being that is
experienced by you and noticed by others. It could be leadership or
management, or it could be personal. It occurs when individuals “show up” in
their own natural style and converse with others in a professional yet caring
fashion.
This program invites professionals, managers and business owners to step up
and reclaim the life and business of their dreams.
It is ideal for couples and families wishing to strengthen relationships and
move past obstacles.
This two day experience is a transformation experience which has people
leaving loving life once again.

Director of Profit
Business Analysis & Strategic Implementation creating Workability

To say “Thank You” cannot
begin to express our
appreciation for the gift you so
graciously gave to our family.
In sharing your perspective of
life, you helped our family
realize a different way of
interacting in the world around
us and because of that our
lives will never be same.



Clarify Desired Results and Possibilities



Investigate and Understand Current Conditions and Processes



Look for What is Missing



Acknowledge What is Working



Set New Expectations



Create Accountability



Manage Push-back, Profitability and Effectiveness



Acknowledge and Enjoy New Results

Skills Training
Based on NLP techniques and Communication Training


Emailing for Results
o



2 ½ hour live or webinar training

Phone Training
o

2 hour live or webinar training
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